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A SEPTEMBER TO REMEMBER 
 

 

‘‘All the months are made experiments ,out of which the  perfect September is 
made.’’ 
      
         The English option students got a golden opportunity to utilize this perfect 
September and celebrate all its important days and play a leading role in all 
celebrated programmes . It was made a September to remember with full 
enthusiasm we basked in the warm September sun .There was an open doorway 
in front of us to show our best performance .Most of the events were conducted 
in an online mode virtually in the backdrop of terrible blocked up corona days.  



  



TEACHER’S DAY 
 

The celebration began with the Teacher’s Day on September 5. 

                                        Remembering Dr.Sarvepathi Radhakrishnan ,the 

celebration began for the day of our inspiring soul and guiding lights. With full 

happiness and great enthusiasm this opportunity was grabbed by students to 

reveal their love ,regards and respect to their teachers .The chief guest of the day 

was D .Vijayakumar CG ,vice chancellor ,Maharshi Panini Sanskrit University 

and Prof .Dr. M.K. Jayaraj , University of Calicut .They gave their blessing 

messages on this auspicious day .The event became more charming and beautiful 

with their presence .There was a surprise for all the teachers ,created by all the 

students with their creative efforts .The video consisted of photographs and few 

entries about quality of the teachers .The purpose of the video was to applaude 

,salute and touch the feet of our teachers for their kind blessings .The words 

given out by our teachers will always be etched in our heart .One of our students 

also gave a remarkable speech on this big day.  



WORLD CHARITY DAY 
 

World charity Day was another important day celebrated on the same day 

September 5.All students and teachers contributed in the form of money as 

much as they could do to help a woman to save her life .The woman was in 

urgent need of kidney transplantation .This small step of kindness ,we all came 

to know that a small step of charity gives highest contentment and happiness 

.This is a novelist feeling which rarely one gets. 





WORLD OZONE DAY 
 

On September 16 World Ozone Day was celebrated .”Ozone is Mother Of 

Earth and Life Depletes When ozone Depletes’’ was our theme of the day .we 

celebrated this day beautifully by integrating with other options .Our oneness 

and solidarity made it a great success .In the event ,a speech about world ozone 

day was presented by one of our students .A quiz conducted made a quick and 

informal assessment of student’s knowledge .A video presentation played during 

the event created awareness about the significance of the day .  



  



INTERNATIONAL PEACE DAY 
 

On September 21 ,International peace day was celebrated .Peace and non-

violence day is incomplete with our father of nation ,the epitome of non-

violence Mahatma Gandhi ;a speech was delivered by one of our student with 

this message .As a part of the auspicious day candles were lit by all the students 

and teachers to show a positivity that they were ready to spread light and peace 

all over the world .This celebration incorporated a stimulating speech by one of 

our students .A video containing a dance and placards made by students 

themselves were presented. 

                                   On this day Alzeimer’s Day was also celebrated . Alzeimer 

is a mental disease which destroys memory and other important mental 

functions. 



ROSE DAY 
 

The rose speaks of love silently ,in a language known only to the heart .World 

Rose Day helps the cancer patients to have a positive outlook on life .One of our 

students delivered a motivational speech on the significance of rose day .  



WORLD TOURISM DAY 
 

Tourism effects the social ,cultural , political and economic values of 

international community .World tourism day was celebrated on 27th September 

.on this major day a student delivered a remarkable speech which was admired 

by most of the audience . 

 

 

  



WORLD HEART DAY 
 

The next principal day World Heart Day  celebrated on 29th September was also 

an offline grand celebration .As to mark the day’s speciality ,a heart shape small 

paper cuttings were distributed among all teachers who pinned it close to their 

heart .A poster making competition was also conducted on this big day .”Be a 

Heart Hero make a promise” was a theme of this day .The winners in this 

competition were:1ST prize winner Shilpa ,from mathemetics option: 2nd prize 

was bagged by Sreedivya and Greeshma from commerce and 3rd prize was to 

Akshaya from social science .  



CONCLUSION 
 

We had a brand new start and a brand new end .All impossibilities turned in to 

possible only with the constant support and guidance of our teacher Neema 

ma’am and our nurturer and inspiration ,principal Balambika ma’am .There was 

always a constant support from the whole team of teachers who made the events 

a great success .And last but not the least the valuable support of all our dear 

peer groups whose presence made the celebrations complete .We collected the 

fallen leaves of September and made our best of the year . 
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